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EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS OF SEVENTH-ORDER
WEIGHTED COMPACT NONLINEAR SCHEME

Taku Nonomura † , Weipeng Li ‡, Yoshinori Goto ‡] and Kozo Fujii †

Abstract

Efficiency improvements of high-order weighted compact nonlinear scheme (WCNS) are discussed
using a one-dimensional shock entropy-wave interaction problem. Computational efficiencies of
schemes are evaluated with computational time and error compared with a reference solution.
Seventh-order WCNS with eighth-order explicit differencing is used as a base scheme. A couple
of techniques improving resolution and reducing computational cost are discussed. Series of tests
show that WCNS with both localization of nonlinear-weight computation and relative limiter
has the best performance on the test problem. Finally, the most efficient WCNS is applied to
three-dimensional CFD/CAA problems, and improvements in computation cost and resolution of
modified WCNS are verified.
Key Words: Weighted Compact Nonlinear Scheme, Relative limiter, Mapped technique,

Convex Combined Compact Scheme

1 INTRODUCTION

High-order shock-capturing schemes are required for
efficient and stable computation of complex flow fields
that contains discontinuities and turbulence. Es-
pecially, finite difference schemes are preferred be-
cause they require only dimension-by-dimension pro-
cedure which is computationally cheaper than multi-
dimensional reconstruction used in finite volume and
finite element schemes.[1]

Weighted compact nonlinear scheme (WCNS) was
developed by Deng and Zhang,[2] which is high-
resolution finite difference scheme for the flow fields
containing the discontinuities. WCNS has several ad-
vantages compared with finite difference weighted es-
sentially nonoscillatory scheme(WENO)[3] as follows:
i) variable interpolation and approximate Riemann
solver can be used in WCNS despite it is a finite dif-
ference scheme;[2] ii) WCNS can preserve freestream
while WENO cannot;[5] iii) WCNS has higher resolu-
tion than WENO.[2,4] Though original WCNS is fifth-
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order scheme, higher-order WCNSs, up to ninth, were
introduced by Nonomura et al.[6] and Zhang et al.[4],
independently.

However, the resolution of high-order WCNS for
short waves is lower than that of linear compact
scheme, and WCNS is computationally very expen-
sive compared with linear schemes. In other words,
high-order WCNS efficiency still does not seem to be
enough for accurate large-eddy simulations or direct
numerical simulations of turbulent flow fields. There-
fore, it is necessary to improve efficiency of WCNS
for practical simulations. Thus far, several compu-
tational techniques improving efficiency of WENO
or WCNS has been proposed. In the present pa-
per, seventh-order WCNS is modified with these tech-
niques and their efficiencies are discussed using Shu
and Osher’s shock entropy-wave interaction prob-
lem[7]. Finally, the most efficient WCNS is applied
to three-dimensional CFD/CAA problems, and effi-
ciency improvements are verified compared with orig-
inal WCNS.

2 Seventh-Order WCNS with Modifications

Nonomura et al.[6] and Zhang et al.[4] developed
high-order WCNSs, independently. Nonomura et
al. increased order of WCNS more straightforwardly
from the original fifth-order WCNS. In this study,
WCNS developed by Nonomura et al. is used because
the techniques which improves resolution of original
WCNS are simply applicable to WCNS developed by
Nonomura et al., but not to WCNS developed by
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Zhang et al. Order of accuracy is set to seventh be-
cause seventh-order WCNS is the most efficient among
fifth-, seventh- and ninth-order WCNSs in our a priori
computational tests.

2.1 Original WCNS

Now, we consider the one-dimensional Euler equation
as follows.

∂Q

∂t
+

∂E

∂x
= 0 (1)

Q = (ρ, ρu, ρe)T (2)

E = (ρu, ρu2 + p, (ρe + p)u)T (3)

WCNS has three procedures for computing approxi-
mate derivatives; 1) interpolating flow-variables from
computational nodes to mid-points, 2) evaluating
numerical fluxes at mid-points, and 3) differencing
numerical fluxes at mid-points with a high-order
(compact/explicit) linear scheme. These procedures
are briefly explained.

1)interpolate the flow-variables from the
computational node to the mid-point
For simplicity, interpolation of QL

j+1/2 is only
explained. Interpolation of QR

j+1/2 can be sym-
metrically computed. Seventh-order WCNS adopts
a seventh-order weighted interpolation. Seventh-
order weighted interpolation uses a 7-points stencil
{Qj−3, · · · , Qj+3}. First, conservative variable Q is
transformed into characteristic variables q in the sten-
cil. Then, m-th component of qL,k,m

j+1/2 (k = 1, . . . , 4) is
computed by k-th 4-points sub-stencil as follows.
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Next, qj+1/2,m is computed as a weighted average of
qL,k,m
j+1/2.

qL,m
j+1/2 = w1q

L,1,m
j+1/2 + w2,mqL,2,m

j+1/2

+ w3q
L,3,m
j+1/2 + w4,mqL,4,m

j+1/2 (8)

where wk is a nonlinear weight computed as follows.

wk,m =
αk,m∑
l

αl,m
(9)

αk,m =
Ck

(ISk,m + ε)2
(10)

Here, (C1, C2, C3, C4) = (1/64, 21/64, 35/64, 7/64) are
ideal weights, and ISk,m is a smooth indicator com-
puted as follows.

ISk,m =
4∑

n=1

(
4∑

l=1

cn,k,lq
m
j+k+l−5

)
(11)

where cn,k,l is a coefficient for a smooth indicator.
In seventh-order WCNS by Nonomura et al., eqs.
(4-7,11) are simply computed using approximate
derivatives to reduce computational cost. See
Reference [6] for more details. Finally, qL

j+1/2 is
transformed into QL

j+1/2.

2)evaluate the numerical fluxes on the mid
point
Numerical flux is evaluated with the following
equation.

EWCNS
j+1/2 = FFLUX(QL

j+1/2, Q
R
j+1/2) (12)

where FFLUX is an arbitrary flux evaluation method,
e.g. Roe’s flux difference splitting method,[8] Leer’s
flux vector splitting method,[9] or Liou’s advection
upstream splitting method.[10]

3) difference numerical fluxes on the mid
point with the high-order linear scheme
Finally, first derivative of flux is computed with a
high-order linear difference scheme. The type of this
difference scheme (explicit/compact) does not have
strong effects on resolution of WCNS.[11,12] In this
study, an eighth-order explicit difference scheme is
used as follows.

E′
j =

1
∆x

1225
1024

(EWCNS
j+1/2 − EWCNS

j−1/2 )

− 1
∆x

245
3072

(EWCNS
j+3/2 − EWCNS

j−3/2 )

+
1

∆x

49
5120

(EWCNS
j+5/2 − EWCNS

j−5/2 )

− 1
∆x

5
7168

(EWCNS
j+7/2 − EWCNS

j−7/2 ) (13)

2.2 Mapping Technique

Nonlinear weights in WENO are not always appropri-
ate values in smooth region. For improving resolu-
tion at smooth region, mapping technique[14] is used
for WENO. The mapping technique introduces new
weighted averaging instead of original weighted aver-
aging.

qL,m
j+1/2 = wM

1,mqL,1,m
j+1/2 + wM

2,mqL,2,m
j+1/2
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+ wM
3,mqL,3,m

j+1/2 + wM
4,mqL,4,m

j+1/2 (14)

where wM
k,m is a mapped weight computed as follows.

wM
k,m =

wk,m

(
Ck + (Ck)2 − 3Ckwk,m + (wk,m)2

)
(Ck)2 − (1 − 2Ck)wk,m

(15)

With the above formulation, resolution of WENO
scheme becomes higher. See Reference [13] for more
details. This technique is applied to WCNS and its
efficiency is examined in this paper. This scheme is
called WCNSM.

2.3 Relative Limiter

Similar to mapping technique, relative limiter[15] in-
creases resolution of WENO. Relative limiter is used
for the smooth indicator of WENO. A new smooth
indicator ISRL

k,m is used instead of ISk,m.

αk,m =
Ck(

ISRL
k,m + ε

)2 (16)

where ISRL
k,m is computed as follows.

ISRL
k,m =

{
ISk,m if max(ISk,m)/min(ISk,m) > 5

0 otherwise

(17)

With the above formulation, resolution of WENO
scheme becomes higher as mapped technique. See Ref-
erence [14] for more details. This technique is also ap-
plied to WCNS and its efficiency is examined in this
paper. This scheme is called WCNSRL.

2.4 Localization of Nonlinear-Weight
Computation

Nonlinear-weight computation in the WCNS is com-
putationally expensive because it includes transfor-
mation into characteristic variables. Therefore, the
idea that the nonlinear-weight computation is local-
ized only in non-smooth region seems better. Actually,
this idea was introduced in original fifth-order WCNS
by Deng and Zhang.[2] In this study, this idea is exam-
ined. For selecting non-smooth region, smooth indica-
tor ISdensity

k for the density is used, where ISdensity
k is

computed similar to eq. (11) for the density field. We
use two limiters, absolute limiter and relative limiter
as follows.

max(ISdensity
k )

min(ISdensity
k )

> 5 (18)

max(ISdensity
k ) > 10−5 × ρref (19)

Nonlinear weights are computed when both above two
inequalities are fulfilled. For the smooth region where
nonlinear weights are not used, following linear inter-
polation computed with ideal weights is used instead.

QL
j+1/2 =

1
1024

(−5Qj−3 + 42Qj−2 − 175Qj−1

+700Qj + 525Qj+1 − 70Qj+2 + 7Qj+3)
(20)

This linear computation is computationally very cheap
compared with nonlinear-weight computation. This
reduces the computational cost very much. Note that
relative limiter discussed before is also used, when this
technique is employed. This scheme is called WC-
NSLNRL.

2.5 Compact Convex Combined Scheme

Yamashita and Maekawa introduced the compact con-
vex combined scheme (CCCS).[15] This scheme uses
following linear compact (implicit) interpolation in
smooth region instead of eq. (20).

1
2
QL

j−1/2 + QL
j+1/2 +

3
14

QL
j+3/2

=
1

224
(−Qj−2 + 26Qj−1

+ 210Qj + 130Qj+1 + 7Qj+2)
(21)

For selecting non-smooth region, eqs. (18-19) are
used. Note that relative limiter for non-linear weights
discussed before are also used, when this technique
is employed similar to WCNSLNRL. This scheme is
called CCCSRL.

3 Evaluation with the Shock Entropy-Wave
Interaction Problem

3.1 Problem Settings

The shock entropy-wave interaction problem is defined
as follows.

(ρ, u, p) =

{
(3.857143, 2.629369, 10.333333) x < −4

(1 + 0.2sin(5x)), 0, 1) x ≥ −4

(22)

This problem is solved with WCNS with Roe’s flux
difference splitting method[8] and third-order total
variation diminishing Runge-Kutta scheme[16], under
CFL number 0.6 condition. Efficiency is defined as
inverse of computational time under the same reso-
lution, where computational time is normalized with
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that of original WCNS. In this paper, reference so-
lution is computed with ninth-order WCNS on 1601
grid points. This problem is computed on increas-
ing grid points, which initiates 201 points, until the
density L2 error compared with reference solution be-
comes lower than 0.05 for the solution of 1 < x < 2,
t = 1.8, at which high-frequency entropy wave is ob-
served. When L2 error becomes lower than 0.05 for
the first time, we define the same resolution for high-
frequency waves. Inverse of the normalized computa-
tional time of this problem under the same resolution
is defined as the efficiency φ1D in a one-dimensional
problem. Then, efficiency in a three-dimensional prob-
lem is simply estimated. From the test on 201 grid
points, we can obtain ratio Rc of computational cost
of schemes under the same grid points. From the tests
on the same error, we can obtain ratio Rg of grid spac-
ing of schemes under the same resolution. In a three-
dimensional problem, ratio RNG3D of grid points is
inversely proportional to (Rg)3 and ratio RNT3D of to-
tal time steps is inversely proportional to Rg because
of CFL number limitation. Ratio of computational
cost for a three-dimensional problem on the same grid
points is estimated based on above assumptions. Esti-
mated efficiency φ3D (inverse of estimated normalized
computational time) of a three-dimensional problem
is

φ3D =
1

RcRNG3DRNT3D
=

R3+1
g

Rc
. (23)
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Fig.1: Comparisons of WCNS, WCNSM and WCN-
SRL with the shock entropy-wave interaction problem
on 201 grid points.

3.2 Results

Figures 1 and 2 show the results with 201 grid points.
Table 1 shows the computational time for 201 grid
points, Rc, grid number for the same resolution, Rg,
computational time for the same resolution, φ1D and
φ3D.

Figure 1 shows that WCNSM and WCNSRL have
higher resolution than original WCNS. Table 1 shows
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Fig.2: Comparisons of WCNSRL, WCNSLNRL and
CCCSRL with the shock entropy-wave interaction
problem on 201 grid points.

that the efficiencies φ3D of WCNSM and WCN-
SRL are increased, while φ1D of those are decreased.
This shows that these techniques are worth employ-
ing for three-dimensional problems, but not for one-
dimensional problems. In other words, saved cost by
reducing grid points one-dimensionally is smaller than
additional cost for these techniques, while saved cost
by reducing grid points three-dimensionally is larger
than additional cost for these techniques. Note that
WCNSRL has slightly higher resolution than WC-
NSM.

Figure 2 shows that WCNSLNRL has slightly
higher resolution than WCNSRL. This shows that lo-
calization of nonlinear-weight computation using eqs.
(18,19) increases resolution as well as reduces compu-
tational cost shown in Table 1. As a result, compu-
tational efficiency (Table 1) is much increased using
WCNSLNRL compared with WCNS.

Though CCCSRL has slightly higher resolution
than WCNSLNRL as in Fig. 2, it does not appear
in Rg (Table 1) compared with WCNSLNRL. As a re-
sult, CCCSRL has a slightly worse efficiency (Table
1) than WCNSLNRL because of additional computa-
tional cost.

A series of tests show that WCNSLNRL is the most
efficient implementation in all schemes tested in this
paper.

4 Application to Three-Dimensional
Problems

In this section, WCNS and WCNSLNRL are applied
to two practical three-dimensional problems. One is a
supersonic jet impinging on an inclined flat plate and
the other is a supersonic cavity flow.
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Scheme CPU time Rc Grid number Rg CPU time φ1D φ3D

(sec) on 201 under same (sec) under
points L2 error same L2 error

WCNS 0.135 1(ref.) 339 1(ref.) 0.379 1(ref.) 1(ref.)
WCNSM 0.187 1.39 299 1.13 0.41 0.92 1.19
WCNSRL 0.135 1.37 290 1.17 0.384 0.99 1.36
WCNSLNRL 0.076 0.56 269 1.26 0.122 3.11 4.49
CCCSRL 0.089 0.66 269 1.26 0.147 2.58 3.82

Table 1: Results for the shock entropy-wave interaction problem. (ref.) denotes the reference value for the row.
Computations are conducted with Xeon 2.0GHz (1 core computation).

4.1 A Supersonic Jet Impinging on an
Inclined Flat Plate

Flow and aeroacoustic fields of a supersonic circu-
lar jet impinging on an inclined flat plate are com-
puted by WCNS and WCNSLNRL. Total number
of grid points is 28 million. See Reference [17] for
more details of computational conditions. Using WC-
NSLNRL, computational cost becomes three times
lower than that of WCNS. Figures 3 and 4 show that
the flow fields of WCNS and WCNSLNRL. These fig-
ures show that WCNSLNRL has higher resolution of
aeroacoustic waves than original WCNS. Figure 5 pre-
senting the probability of nonlinear-weight computa-
tion shows nonlinear-weight computation is only lim-
ited in turbulent shear-layer and shock region. This
example shows that use of WCNSLNRL can reduce
computational cost and improve resolution compared
with WCNS.

0.99 Normalized pressure 1.01 

Fig.3: WCNS for a supersonic jet impinging on an
inclined flat plate. An instantaneous pressure field.

0.99 Normalized pressure 1.01 

Fig.4: WCNSLNRL for a supersonic jet impinging on
an inclined flat plate. An instantaneous pressure field.

0 Probability 1

Fig.5: Probability of nonlinear-weight computation in
WCNSLNRL for a supersonic jet impinging on an in-
clined flat plate.
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4.2 A Supersonic Cavity Flow

Flow and aeroacoustic fields of a supersonic cavity
flow are also computed by WCNS and WCNSLNRL.
Total number of grid points is 7 million. See Refer-
ence [18] for more details of computational conditions.
Using WCNSLNRL, computational cost becomes 1.5
times lower than WCNS. The reduction in computa-
tional cost is less than that of the previous compu-
tational case. This is because the nonlinear-weight-
computation region is larger than that of the previ-
ous case. Figures 6 and 7 show that the flow fields
of WCNS and WCNSLNRL. These figures show that
WCNSLNRL has higher resolution of vortex structure
than original WCNS. Figure 8 presenting the probabil-
ity of nonlinear-weight computation shows nonlinear-
weight computation is only limited in turbulent and
shock region. This example also shows that use of
WCNSLNRL can reduce computational cost and im-
prove resolution compared with WCNS.

0 Vorticity 1

Fig.6: WCNS for a supersonic cavity flow. An instan-
taneous vorticity field.

0 Vorticity 1

Fig.7: WCNSLNRL for a supersonic cavity flow. An
instantaneous vorticity field.

0 Probability 1

Fig.8: Probability of nonlinear-weight computation in
WCNSLNRL for a supersonic cavity flow.

5 Conclusions

Efficient implementation of seventh-order WCNS is
discussed with a one-dimensional shock entropy-wave
interaction problem. Efficiency is defined as inverse
of measured/estimated computational time under the
same resolution. Use of mapping technique or rela-
tive limiter increases efficiency in a three-dimensional
problem, but does not in a one-dimensional problem.
Localization of nonlinear-weights computation and
relative limiter for smooth indicator improve efficiency
in one- and three-dimensional problems. Compact in-
terpolation in smooth region does not increase effi-
ciency in one- and three-dimensional problems. The
present results show that use of both localization of
nonlinear-weight computation and relative limiter for
smooth indicator is the best choice for the supersonic
turbulence computation.
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